
DUTY-FREE & 
MERCHANDISE

Available for all duty-free & merchandise items.

Get IDR 100000 o� when 
you purchase products 
worth IDR 850000 in a 

single receipt.

MERCHANDISE

Get IDR 170000 o� when 
you purchase products 

worth IDR 1000000 in a 
single receipt.

DUTY FREE



AIRASIA
INDONESIA AIRASIA AIRCRAFT 
MODEL A320 SHARKLET 
(SCALE 1:150)

IDR 550,000

AIRASIA
INDONESIA AIRASIA AIRCRAFT
MODEL A320 SHARKLET 
(SCALE 1:230)

IDR 250,000

AIRASIA
AIRPORT PLAYSET

IDR 200,000

AIRASIA MERCHANDISE

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.
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AIRASIA
COMFORT KIT

IDR 200,000

AIRASIA
POLO SHIRT BLACK

SIZE : S,M,L,XL
IDR 150,000

AIRASIA
FOLDABLE UMBRELLA

IDR 150,000

SHOWER BAG
IDR 150,000

AIRASIA
MINI TRAVEL

ELECTRONIC ACCESORIES
IDR 100,000

AIRASIA
POLO SHIRT RED

SIZE : S,M,L,XL
IDR 150,000

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



AIRASIA MERCHANDISE

AIRASIA
NANO BLOCK

IDR 100,000

TERBANG LAGI INDONESIA
T SHIRT RED

SIZE : S,M,L,XL,XXL
IDR 100,000

TERBANG LAGI INDONESIA
T SHIRT WHITE

SIZE : S,M,L,XL,XXL
IDR 100,000

AIRASIA
CLASSIC RED CAP
IDR 100,000

AIRASIA
REVERSIBLE
BUCKET HAT

IDR 100,000

AIRASIA
SEATBELT
KEYCHAIN

IDR 80,000

(Retail Price: MYR45)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.
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AIRASIA
AIRPORT VEHICLES (SET)

KEYCHAIN
IDR 80,000

AIRASIA
NEO

KEYCHAIN
IDR 25,000

AIRASIA
AIRPLANE
KEYCHAIN

IDR 50,000

AIRASIA
MASK 2020

IDR 10,000

AIRASIA
HANDPHONE RING

STAND
IDR 35,000

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

IDR 15,000

AIRASIA
4-IN-1 PEN



The first Sugar Wax to provide skincare-flavored waxing 
containing Rice Extract + Niacinamide + Collagen which can 
brighten the skin. Waxing with mirael sugar wax is the best 
method of cleaning hair, which is most e�ective at the roots. 
Waxing can minimize further hair growth, brighten the skin 
and make the hair grow smoother and 
slower.

Jasmine Tea Sugar Waxing Kit 210ML
MIRAEL BRIGHT

Essential Oil Set Perfect Balance 

This special Perfect Balance set contains blends that work 
together to improve any situation. Energy blend gets you 
going when you need it the most. Clearing blend gets you 
feeling better when illness has you down. Calming blend 
calms the nerves and eases stress related tension. Focus 
blend keeps your concentration focused on the task at hand.
Set includes 5 bottles, 5ml each (Pure Energy Essential Oil Blend, Focus Essential 
Oil Blend, Deep Calming Essential Oil Blend, Clearing Essential Oil Blend,
Bliss Essential Oil Blend)

UTAMA SPICE

LOCAL BRAND

Essential Oil Set Nature Aid

There’s an essential oil for every occasion, and every home 
should have a set of healing helpers on hand. Instead of 
reaching for the medicine cabinet, reach for nature’s first aid 
assistants. Lavender oil speeds healing and eases tension to 
help you sleep. Tea tree oil eliminates germs and treats skin 
infections. Mint oil eases nausea and head pain. Ginger oil 
soothes the stomach and warms sore muscles. Patchouli oil 
balances hormones, treats skin ailments, and stimulates 
healing.

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

UTAMA SPICE

IDR 275,000

IDR 95,000

IDR 275,000

Utama Spice自然助力精油

Utama Spice完美平衡精油套装

Mirael Bright茉莉花茶糖打蜡套装 210毫升
BEST FOR
DULL
SKIN

Benefit :
• Brighten the

   skin to the fullest
• Disguise black spots
• Moisturize your skin

• Special blended set for use in natural first aid.
• Healing oils for body and soul.

• Antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, and analgesic.

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



Topical application of Argan oil boosts cell production to 
promote healthy skin, reducing fine lines and wrinkles and 
keeping skin hydrated. It also nourishes hair follicles, repairing 
split ends and promoting healthy shine, while preventing dry, 
itchy scalp and dandru�.  An excellent whole-body moisturizer. 

• Absorbs quickly with no greasy residue
• Soothes and heals skin inflammation
• Cold pressed – certified organic
• Anti-aging, helps reduce fine lines and prevents premature aging
• Improves hair growth and gives relief to split ends
• Helps reduce stretch marks
• Helps improve cuticle health
• A non comedogenic fixed oil

This is a sunscreen cream SPF-50 that contains Vitamin E, 
which is a powerful antioxidant that can help reduce UV 
damage in the skin. It also nourishes and protects the skin from 
any damage that may be caused by free radicals.
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UTAMA SPICE

IDR 255,000

Argan Oil 30ml

IDR 155,000

UTAMA SPICE

Volcanic clay can assist with just about every skin condition 
imaginable on the face and the body, such as eczema, acne, 
wrinkles, psoriasis, stretch marks, and cellulite. Goes on like 
liquid silk and washes o� to reveal silky soft skin.

Face and Body Clay 150gr

IDR 135,000

UTAMA SPICE

Zinc Sunscreen SPF50 75ml
Utama Spice氧化锌防晒霜SPF50(75毫升)

Utama Spice摩洛哥坚果油 30毫升

Utama Spice面部&身体粘土(150克)

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



Promote relaxation and sleep, 1 bags consist of :
- Mask is made from natural cotton.
- Pillow spray contains lavender essential oil.

All provided in a bag made from undyed cotton and 
naturally dyed pom-poms with varying uplifting quotes.

Sweet Dream Set
UTAMA SPICE

Begone Bug Spray 35ml

Gentle enough to use on children, powerful enough to keep 
persistent insects away. 
- 100% natural ingredients
- Gentle and safe for use on children
- Protection for the whole family

UTAMA SPICE

LOCAL BRAND

Cocoa Lip Balm 5gr

Made with virgin coconut oil (VCO) that hydrates, protects, and 
fights the signs of aging. Your lips get excellent care from this 
natural lip balm. Cocoa butter moisturizes and adds a heavenly 
chocolate scent, while vanilla pod adds a depth of warmth 
sweetness to the flavor. Contains no artificial ingredients that 
can be harsh on the lips and cause irritation. Since there are no 
synthetic binders, the cocoa butter will sometimes separate 
from the coconut oil causing white spots. 
This is perfectly natural.

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

UTAMA SPICE

IDR 25,000

IDR 110,000

IDR 70,000

Utama Spice可可润唇膏(5克)

Utama Spice灭虫喷雾(35毫升)

Utama Spice甜梦套装

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.
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INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

Jungle EDP 100ml

IDR 1,450,000

A colourful journey into the heart of lush nature, a spicy oriental 
full of character! For KENZO, the king of the jungle is not the 
lion, but the elephant, who parades joyfully over the bottle. 
Cardamom spices up a gourmand heart of ylang-ylang, 
liquorice and gardenia over a generous base of patchouli. A 
sensual and very distinctive trail. 

KENZO

Red Door EDT100ml

IDR 1,100,000

Red Door is a classic, elegant signature fragrance, a symbol of 
glamour and luxury, inspired by the famous Red Door Spa 
center. It opens with ylang-ylang and red rose, at its heart; 
orchid, jasmine, lily-of-the valley, orange blossom, wild violet 
and freesia.

ELIZABETH ARDEN

Flower By Kenzo EDT 100ml

IDR 1,350,000

FLOWER BY KENZO Eau de Toilette, the fresh take on KENZO’s 
iconic perfume. Mandarin, Bulgarian Rose and Violet blend into 
the powdery harmony of Vanilla and White Musk. A feminine, 
elegant and timeless eau de toilette.

KENZO

Aigner Pour Femme radiates with unique and harmonious 
essences which accentuate femininity, sensibility ad elegance 
of a lady. Aim of this fragrance is to reflect quality and style of 
the brand. Its components create luminous and modern rhythm 
with timeless femininity and sophistication

Aigner Pour Femme EDP 100ml

IDR 1,200,000

AIGNER

凯卓丛林EDP香氛(100毫升)

凯卓花样花花世界EDT香氛(100毫升)

艾格纳Pour Femme女性EDP香水(100毫升)

伊丽莎白·雅顿红门EDT香水(100毫升)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

Starlight EDP 100ml

IDR 1,100,000

Aigner Starlight is dedicated to lady, a woman of style, who 
radiates with elegance of new age. Top notes are Pineapple and 
Bergamot; Middle notes are Big Strawberry, Caraway and 
Jasmine; Base notes are Patchouli, Vanilla, Sandalwood and Musk.

AIGNER

The Omnia Collection Jewel Charms Set 15ml x 3 

IDR 850,000

Perfect for travelers, this set includes Omnia Amethyste 15ml 
EDT, Omnia Crystalline15ml EDT and Omnia Pink Sapphire 15ml 
EDT.

BVLGARI 

TRULYDaring EDT Spray 75ml

IDR 850,000

TRULY daring by Kate Spade is a Floral fragrance for women 
was inspired by the colour pink - a passionate, playful and 
loving colour that is all about taking a chance. Top notes: Pink 
Peony. Middle notes: Cherry Blossom. Base notes: Rosyfolia

KATE SPADE

Kate Spade TRULYTimeless Eau De Toilette evokes the clean 
freshness and warm glow of early morning light. The opening 
notes of white cotton is as timeless a fabric as the breeze that 
flows through summer days. Top notes are Cotton Flower and 
Aldehydes; Middle note is Neroli; Base notes are White Musk 
and Cedar

TRULYTimeless EDT Spray 75ml

IDR 850,000

KATE SPADE

FRAGRANCE

艾格纳星光EDP香水(100毫升)

凯特·丝蓓TRULYDaring EDT香水(75毫升)

凯特·丝蓓TRULYTimeless EDT香水(75毫升)

宝格丽Omnia珠宝吊饰套装香水15毫升x3(编号：40147)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.
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INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

Green Tea Sakura Blossom 100ml

IDR 800,000

The new Elizabeth Arden Green Tea Sakura Blossom fragrance 
scent is inspired by Sakura trees that bloom for just a brief 
moment in springtime, this scent captures the beauty of silken 
flower petals, brought to life in a wondrous natural display. Top 
notes are Bergamot, Mandarin Orange, violet leaves and Sweet 
Almond; Middle notes are Green Tea, Japanese Cherry Blossom, 
Peony and Jasmine Sambac; Base notes are Birch, Musk and 
Ambrette (Musk Mallow)

Elizabeth Arden

White Tea Edt 50ml

IDR 400,000

The original fragrance in the White Tea Collection. Celebrate 
the pleasure of a life finely crafted. Pure. Exquisite. Uncompli-
cated. A crisp and vibrant floral with a lingering warmth. Clean 
sophistication. Silky, vibrant, warm. Bursts of mandarin orange 
trailing into sensual, woody musk. Harmonious, fresh and 
persuasively soft.

ELIZABETH ARDEN

Seduction Blue (For Woman) EDT 80ml

IDR 450,000

The Blue Seduction for women by Antonio Banderas is the 
reflection of Sexy, Elegant and Feminine woman. It opens up 
fresh aroma of fruit juices ( raspberry and violet) with some 
oriental and sugary subtlety. The fragrance is feminine fresh 
and strong and lingers all day long, it is designed to reflect the 
balance of water and light.

ANTONIO BANDERAS

Infused with a blend of mouth-watering fruits and natural, 
upcycled ingredients, including aromatic citrus, this refreshing 
scent opens with the sparkle of Mexican lime and exotic lychee. 
Egyptian geranium, magnolia and green tea linger as beauti-
ful, uplifting endnotes to a delightful fragrance, perfectly 
harmonized to awaken your senses.

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

Green Tea Lychee Lime EDT 100ml

IDR 450,000

ELIZABETH ARDEN

伊丽莎白·雅顿樱花绿茶香水(100毫升)

安东尼奥·班德拉斯诱惑蓝(女士)EDT香水(80毫升)

伊丽莎白·雅顿荔枝青柠绿茶EDT香水(100毫升)

伊丽莎白·雅顿白茶EDT香水(50毫升)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

FRAGRANCE

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

True Love EDT 100ml

IDR 300,000

The essence of eternal love, this romantic floral blends top 
notes of freesia, lily of the valley and white cloud rose with a 
heart of jasmine and lotus. In closing, its warm sandalwood and 
cedar base notes blend for an e�ect as intoxicating as love, 
itself.  

ELIZABETH ARDEN

Cartier Declaration D*Un Soir EDT Spray 100ml

IDR 1,400,000

Declaration d'Un Soir by Cartier is a Woody Floral Musk 
fragrance for men. Top notes of cardamom, black pepper and 
caraway seed lend their spicy and mesmerizing atmosphere to 
the mix, while base notes of nutmeg and delicate red rose 
further evoke a heady and seductive quality that’s unmatched. 
Finally, the base note of Indian sandalwood balances the 
potency of the combination with its light and creamy tone for a 
rich and tempting fragrance that pairs well with any ensemble.

CARTIER 

伊丽莎白·雅顿真爱EDT香水(100毫升)

卡地亚宣言D*Un晚会EDT香水(100毫升)

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

Aigner Black for Men is a Leather fragrance for men, is a premi-
um masculine scent that will take you from the boardroom to a 
date without skipping a beat. Top notes are Orange, Bergamot 
and Grapefruit; Middle notes are Pine Tree, Oakmoss and Mint; 
Base notes are Leather, Tonka Bean, Styrax and Musk.

Aigner Black For Man EDT 125ml

IDR 1,050,000

AIGNER
艾格纳Black For Man男士EDT香水(125毫升)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

For Him
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CK Defy EDT 50 ml 

IDR 800,000

Fresh. Masculine. Addictive. 

Calvin Klein Defy is a daring eau de toilette for men, a contrast 
of invigorating freshness and powerful woods. A  scent for the 
modern man who breaks boundaries while exploring his 
authentic truths

CALVIN KLEIN 

Cool Water Man EDT 75ml 

IDR 600,000

Experience Cool Water Eau de Toilette from Davido�. Discover the 
original marine fragrance for men, inspired by the freshness of the 
ocean. Cool Water, the aromatic essence of masculine vitality, 
power and seduction.

DAVIDOFF

卡尔文·克莱因DefyEDT香水(50毫升)

DAVIDOFF Cool Water男士EDT香水(75毫升)

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

The dark side has never been more sultry than with Seduction in 
Black for men by Antonio Banderas. This exotic ultra-masculine 
scent features notes of green leaves, green apple and guaiac 
wood. Spicy cardamom and nutmeg give this earthy aroma extra 
depth. As hinted at by the name, this fragrance is best suited for 
evening wear. Spritz a bit on before an important night out or a 
romantic date and enjoy compliments and attention.

Seduction Black  (For Man) EDT 100ml

IDR 450,000

ANTONIO BANDERAS
安东尼奥·班德拉斯诱惑黑(男士)EDT香水(100毫升)

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

CK Duo Pack_CKO EDT100ml + Everyone EDT 100ml  

IDR 1,000,000

CK ONE is an iconic fragrance for modern times. Bold and clean, 
yet down to earth and universal. One fragrance for all. Clean. 
Fresh. Gender Neutral. Calvin Klein CK Everyone Unisex Eau de 
Toilette is a unisex perfume and ode to authenticity, shot 
through with blue tea and musk in a manifesto for the new 
generation. This CK One gift set contains: – CK ONE 100ml eau 
de toilette spray – CK EVERYONE 100ml eau de toilette spray

CALVIN KLEIN 
卡尔文·克莱因DuoPack_CKOEDT香水100毫升+
EveryoneEDT香水(100毫升)



FRAGRANCE

Petite timepiece with an attractive feminine style. This chic fashion 
accessory has a carefully crafted vintage design, inspired by the 
classical features of the iconic Lambretta scooters back in the 
1950-60’s. Sleek and elegant, with a gold plated case and red 
Italian leather straps.

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Strap width: 8 mm 
• Gold IP-plating
• Stainless steel case back 
• Genuine leather strap  

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

JEWELRY & WATCHES

Lambretta Piccolo 26 Leather

IDR 900,000

LAMBRETTA
Lambretta Piccolo 26皮带手表

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

Sophia Adjustable Ring-GoldPlated 

IDR 300,000

Versatile and Vivacious - The Sophia collection can be worn 
anytime, any place, anywhere. This delightful ring is adjustable 
and features a stunning solitaire stone beautifully compliment-
ed by a pave set snowball. Real 18k Gold plating and AAA grade 
simulated diamonds ensure this is a high quality addition to 
any jewellery collection. 1 year international warranty. Gift box 
included.

INFINITY & CO
INFINITY&CO索菲亚可调节镀金戒指(编号：IR014YG)

• Citizen Miyota quartz movement
• 3 ATM (30 m water resistance)
• 2-year international warranty
• Water-resistant up to 5 ATM.

2020 CNY Edition CK One EDT 100ml 

IDR 750,000

A collector's edition CK ONE bottle celebrates Chinese New Year 
and the Year of the Rat. The red lacquered bottle is a festive 
home for our iconic fragrance- fresh and youthful, with notes of 
green tea and musk. CK ONE. One for all.

CALVIN KLEIN

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

卡尔文·克莱因2020中国年One EDT香水(100毫升)

Unisex

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.



RFID
SAFE

Dimensions cm: 
10.8(H) x 7.2(W) x 2(D)
Weight: 
78g 
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Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

“Click & Slide” Hi-tech Wallet

IDR 850,000

The new “CLICK & SLIDE” wallet is not bigger than a credit card. 
With only one touch of a finger up to 5 cards slide out automaically 
without opening your wallet. This echnological marvel from 
Germany protects all cards in the aluminium card case against 
electronic data theft from NFC/RFID-chips and demagnetisation. 
Compact, small and very slim this clever innovation fits in any 
pocket and is ideal for everyday use. The envelope is made of finest 
Italian leather and o�ers space for additional cards, business 
cards, banknotes and coins. 
Made in Germany. 

TRU VIRTU
TRUVIRTU“点击&滑动”高科技钱包

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

Click & Slide Hi-Tech Wallet-Rhombus/Coral

IDR 850,000

The TRU VIRTU® "CLICK & SLIDE" wallet is not much bigger 
than a credit card. With a touch of a finger and without opening 
it, a maximum of 5 cards (mix of max. 4 embossed and 1 flat 
cards) slide out automatically in staggered form. Thanks of the 
clever "One-Touch" technology, the "CLICK & SLIDE" is very 
easy to use with just one hand. The inner aluminium case 
protects your cards against illegal data theft of NFC/RFID 
chips and demagnetization. The leather-envelope made of 
the finest Italian leather o�ers additional space for extra 
cards, business cards and banknotes and has the additional 
advantage that "Tap & Go" cards can be used conveniently. 
Made in Germany.

TRU VIRTU
TRUVIRTU“点击&滑动”高科技钱包-菱形/珊瑚

RFID
SAFE

Dimensions cm: 
9.9(H) x 6.7(W) x 2.1(D)

RFID
SAFE

Dimensions cm: 
9.9(H) x 6.7(W) x 2.1(D)

Quilted Button Rose Gold

IDR 650,000

Elegant quilted wallet made in France. This light and strong 
wallet gives a super fast access and an optimum protection. 
Quick and easy access to your cards. Designed to open with 
one hand. For 10 cards and cash. Metal lock. RFID Safe: 
protection against demagnetization and electronic data 
theft. 

OGON

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

Ogon绗缝纽扣包 玫瑰金



INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

GIFT & ACCESSORIES

Smart Aluminium Wallet Carbon Fiber Edition - St_Ta�eta

IDR 650,000

This light and strong wallet gives a super fast access and an 
optimum protection. Quick and easy access to your cards. 
Designed to open with one hand. For 10 cards and cash. RFID 
Safe: protection against demagnetization and electronic data 
theft. 

OGON

Monster Trucks

IDR 100,000

The Hot Wheels® Monster Trucks 1:64 scale die-cast trucks are 
the baddest trucks ever built for competition and ultimate 
dominance! They square o� in head-to-head battles with their 
GIANT wheels!

THE HOT WHEELS®

Izipizi #F Foldable Sunglasses Black 

IDR 550,000

Classic reinvented for the fun and the sun, IZIPIZI is designed to 
fit everyone. These Category 3 sunglasses give 100% UV 
protection, have flexible hinges and a rubber-touch finish. 

• Box and felt pouch included

IZIPIZI

Ogon智能铝钱包 碳纤维版-St_Taffeta

伊齐皮兹折叠太阳镜黑色

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

RFID
SAFE

Dimensions cm: 
11(H) x 7.4(W) x 2.1(D)
Weight: 
70g 



INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS + 
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Barbie Doll

IDR 80,000

These Barbie® dolls take imaginations away wearing unique 
dresses with colorful tie-dye prints. Kids can tell all kinds of 
stories, from day to night, because when a girl plays with 
Barbie®, she imagines everything she can become! Each sold 
separately

BARBIE®

Jurassic World Dino Snap Squad

IDR 80,000

Be a part of the adventure with Snap Squad Attitudes collecti-
bles inspired by Jurassic World: Camp Cretaceous! Jurassic 
World fans will love playing and displaying these Snap Squad 
dinosaur toys with a ferocious attitude! Each small-scale 
dinosaur features the fierce look of a Jurassic World dinosaur 
but with a cute stylistic design. Each figure "snaps on" by its 
mouth, with feet dangling below, so kids can carry these 
bite-sized creatures everywhere for fun! Makes a great gift for 
4 years old and up, especially fans of Jurassic World, dinosaurs 
and action play! Colors and decorations may vary.

Jurassic World



INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS + 

JACK DANIEL'S Tennessee Whisky 1L

IDR 500,000

Mellowed drop by drop through 10-feet of sugar maple 
charcoal, then matured in handcrafted barrels of our own 
making. And our Tennessee Whiskey doesn’t follow a calendar. 
It’s only ready when our tasters say it is. We judge it by the way 
it looks. By its aroma. And of course, by the way it tastes. It’s how 
Jack Daniel himself did it over a century ago. And how we still 
do it today.

JACK DANIEL'S 

Red Label 1.0L

IDR 450,000

Launched in 1909, Johnnie Walker Red Label is a blended 
whisky more suited to mixing with soda than the heavier, more 
old-fashioned whiskies. Today it is the world’s most popular 
whisky and is sold in more than 200 markets world-wide.

JOHNNIE WALKER 

杰克·丹尼田纳西威士忌1升

Only available for onboard purchases on AirAsia Indonesia (QZ) flights, on a while-stocks-last-basis. Prices are subjected to
daily currency exchange rates.The pictures shown on this menu are for illustration purposes only.

LIQUOR




